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ABSTRACT

GRADER - Design and Implementation of a Component Based Distributed System

Daofeng Sun

This project focuses on the design and implementation of student grade management system using component-based middle-tier distributed applications. Object-oriented design and component technology paradigms are used to analyze and design this GRADER application. The implementation is based on the Java language Enterprise Java Bean (EJB) and J2EE application server. Three different distributed architectures: DNA, CORBA and J2EE, are introduced and compared to give an overview of the current distributing computing technologies. By partitioning three or more tiers to a Web application, each tier can be logically and may physically separated from each other to present better design patterns and improve overall Web application reliability and scalability. All application services are also distributed in each tier, including clients on the front end, data resources on the back-end, and one or more middle tiers between them where business logic of the application should stay. The middle tier implements as EJB component, and hence has good reusability and hides the client tier from the complexity of the enterprise, and takes advantage of rapidly maturing Internet technologies to minimize user administration and good portability. Transparent access allows clients to interact with remote servers regardless of physical component location. The underlying infrastructure takes care of locating any server resource. Java security mechanism is also discussed in this project.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Multi-tier programming model

Application programming models fall into two categories. The classic model entails the creation of an application as a single stand-alone entity, whereas the component model [1] allows the creation of an application as a set of reusable components. In the classic model, the same programmer typically authors the application framework and the business logic. The component model is quite different. A programmer writes code to implement specific business functions, while a standard container supplied by someone else handles the rest. Requests from outside the application are directed to the container, which is responsible for executing the correct code within the objects implementation. The container and the object communicate through some protocol. The current hot Web-based applications require a more scalable, flexible, and reliable software infrastructure. This has resulted in a necessity for the integration of back-end systems and services with the Web. Component features act as natural glue for integrating business objects in the middle tier of distributed applications. Distributed applications are typically implemented in multiple tiers in which many business components cooperate to form so called middleware. Figure 1 illustrates this.

The three-tier architecture has become quite pervasive, especially for Web-based applications [8]. The first tier represents the presentation and GUI layer, such as a web browser in an Internet-based application. The middle tier consists of the application business logic, which can be constructed as business component objects. These business objects can be new application modules or existing applications that are encapsulated so they can be integrated into the environment. The back tier includes data repositories, such
as relational or object-oriented databases. The multi-tier component-based distributed system is superior to the traditional Client/Server system in the aspects of scalability, flexibility, security and productivity. Any third-party components can be plugged in to the middle-tier where a standard application server will host these components. This will demand component interfaces used in the distributed system must adhere to some standard by all parties involved with the creation and utilization of the business component objects. Examples of the component-based distributed systems include J2EE, DNA, and CORBA as described in Chapter 2.

1.2 Objectives

GRADER is designed and implemented in this kind of multi-tier component-based distributed system. It focuses on the features such as a three-tier component-based distributed instead of trivial stand-alone application. GRADER should provide basic functional capabilities to let teachers login and open a new course session, which can be used to store and retrieve students grades. GRADER is typically used for maintaining many course sessions and stores all transactions into a database aimed at Web access.
GRADER works on the main platforms (e.g. Unix, Windows) and with stable rich user interface. The Database also has good features like platform independency, and at least support for SQL standard. The Database hosts all the student data information and other related information. This system should be used by all groups of users – administrators, teachers and students. The system can be reliably accessed from the Internet by browsers like Netscape or Internet Explorer. The back-end database could be a relational database or object database, or even plain files. The storage is transparent to users, and the database will keep the persistence and connect via middle-tier business components.

Teachers can record, modify/query/delete information for each student (ID, names, assignment/lab/test grades, exam grades, etc.) who belongs to teacher’s courses, and registered students can know their own grades and other course information by logging in to the system and then modify his/her profile. Other facilities should be included in this application, like automatically computing course-weighted sums, averages, means and course final grades based on student basic marks. In addition, there should be some kind of facility to compute course statistics, and show all these course data and grade histograms to give very straightforward representation.

Based on the above considerations, the following design goals were chosen for this component-based distributed system [15][19]:

- **Object-Oriented design**

  OOD must be used to design GRADER in order to get the benefit of being easy maintain and extensible as well as reusability.

- **Component based**

  To explore the new technologies and follow the industrial trend, most
persistence objects and business logic should be organized to be components, and allow these components interact each other to cooperate for providing the services to requests. The benefits of these components are the code reuse and service transparency. This goal will be reached by biding one of the current component design framework.

- Distributed computing

  GRADER should be implemented in a distributed computing environment, and act as a test bed of the adopted middleware application server.

- Internet based

  The system is to be used on the Internet, and should consider the Web accessibility from anywhere via Web browsers. This means that some kind of remote transport protocol must be used to provide the full communication.

- System usability

  GRADER must provide good user interfaces and be designed carefully to let users know what to do and get online help if needed.

- System portability

  GRADER should be designed and implemented to meet the multiple platform usage. The coding also needs to follow some kind of convention and have good documentation.

- System security

  Different group user such as teacher and student should have appropriate security levels to prevent student from reaching unauthorized content, and each teacher can only manage his/her own course materials.
2 Component-based distributed technologies

2.1 J2EE (Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition)

The J2EE [2], which contains the Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) [3] [4] server-side component architecture, was designed to meet the Web complex applications with the development, deployment and management of multi-tier enterprise solutions. It is used for the life cycle application development and deployment of component-based distributed business system, and is an open industry standard in the Java domain initiative led by Sun Microsystems. J2EE synchronizes the releases of the various Enterprise Java APIs, and defines the architecture to support both business logic components as well as data processing components, which are critical one to build a complex and reusable domain object model. J2EE also supports transaction load balancing and middle tier data caching mechanism. All of features make it easy to extend system scalability by using multi-tier deployment and load balancing. The Java language being platform independent makes it possible for J2EE application EJB components to be written once, and then deployed on any server platform that supports the Enterprise JavaBeans specification. A well-designed J2EE application can be independent of middleware, operating system, and hardware then can be deployed in a heterogeneous server-side environment. Middleware independence is possible because J2EE is a specification, not a middleware implementation. Operating system and hardware independence is possible because J2EE is built on the platform-independent Java virtual machine. J2EE provides full support for EJB components, Java Server Pages (JSPs) to create dynamic Web pages, and support for XML technology. J2EE also provides naming and directory services through the Java
Naming and Directory Interface, transaction services, and Java Messaging Service.

Figure 2 describes this J2EE architecture [4][29].

![J2EE Multi-tier Architecture Diagram]

**Figure 2: J2EE multi-tier architecture**

The major benefit of the J2EE application model is in the middle tiers of mult-tier applications. In the J2EE platform, middle-tier business functions are implemented as Enterprise JavaBean components, as shown in FIGURE 2. These enterprise beans allow service developers to concentrate on the business logic and let the EJB server handle the complexities of delivering a reliable, scalable service. JSP (Java Server Pages) technology and servlets present middle-tier functions to the client tier as simple-to-access Internet-style services. JSP technology makes it easy for user interface developers to present dynamically generated pages to anyone with a browser. Servlets give more sophisticated developers of Java technology-based applications the freedom to implement dynamic
presentations completely in the Java programming language. The following standard Java service APIs provide basic access to these systems:

**JDBC** - the standard API for accessing relational data from Java.

**Java Naming and Directory Interface (JNDI)** - the standard API for accessing information in enterprise name and directory services.

**Java Message Service (JMS)** - the standard API, which used to send and receive synchronized messages.

**Java Transaction Service (JTS)** - the standard API for transaction processing.

**JavaMail (JMS)** - the standard API for sending E-mail.

**JavaIDL** - the standard API for calling CORBA services.

J2EE is built on top level of Java 2 APIs and based on these flexible component configurations [7][18][30]. The J2EE application using J2EE architecture can achieve quicker development, easier customization and greater ability to develop powerful enterprise applications. The J2EE applications achieve all the benefits of Java technology: scalability, portability, and programming ease.

### 2.2 DNA (Distributed interNet Applications) architecture

Microsoft Windows DNA [23] is a framework and unifying architecture for distributed applications to access the rich set of services on the Windows platform. It is an extensible platform that builds on the Component Object Model (COM) [22] framework that allows developers to focus on solving business logic rather than on building basic Web solution plumbing. It consists of a combination of Microsoft products and technologies that help applications fully use the power of the Web construction. Windows DNA is a distributed architecture that describes how to build three-tier or n-tier
applications for the Windows platform. Using DNA, developers just need to concentrate on maximizing overall application autonomy, reliability, availability, scalability, and interoperability. DNA adopts COM component technology and MTS role-based security to prevent clients from accessing critical resources directly and use MTS transactions to ensure accurate results in a multi-user environment. By implementing redundant hardware and software systems, which include using MSCS for redundancy solutions involving clustering DNA, can eliminate single points of failure. It also uses MSMQ's store and forward, guaranteed delivery, and dynamic routing features to simulate increased network availability. DNA architecture use MTS to share resources among users and to pool resources in short supply to minimize resource acquisition times. When connecting to a database, DNA uses ADO or OLE DB for universal data access and XML to share information with other applications. DNA includes these modules such as ADO, OLE DB, ODBC, MTS, DTC, XML, MSMQ, MSCS and COM+ Components. Within DNA, COM defines the basic component/object model and DCOM (Distributed COM) [21] allows components to be moved around various networks. MTS provides a component runtime environment for all the middle-tier components. DTC coordinates distributed transactions. MSMQ provides asynchronous communications and MSCS allows multiple application servers to work transparently form outside. Figure 3 illustrates this architecture.

The Windows DNA business tier contains business and data logic, encapsulated within COM+ components. COM+ components can be written in any language that supports COM+. All invocations to COM+ components are intercepted by the COM+ runtime, and delegated to the components. This gives the COM+ runtime the opportunity
Figure 3: DNA multi-tier architecture

to perform middleware operations, such as transactions, security, and object lifecycle management. The technologies involving in DNA [23] [12] are:

**Active Server Pages (ASP)** - An open application environment in which HTML pages, server-side scripts, and ActiveX components are combined to create dynamic content Web-based applications.

**Internet Server Application Programming Interface (ISAPI)** - A set of functions for Internet servers included units, such as a Microsoft Windows NT Server running Microsoft Internet Information Server.

**Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM)** - An object protocol that enables ActiveX components to communicate directly with each other across a network. DCOM is language-neutral, so any language that produces ActiveX components
can also produce DCOM applications.

**ActiveX Data Objects (ADO)** - A collection of data access objects within a hierarchical object library. ADO enables you to write a client application to access and manipulate data in a database server through a interface provider such as Microsoft IIS 4.0.

**OLE DB** - A set of OLE interfaces that provide applications with uniform access to data stored in diverse information sources, regardless of location or type. These interfaces allow data sources to share their data through common interfaces without having to implement non-native database functionality to the data store.

**Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)** - A standard programming language interface used to connect to a variety of data sources.

**Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator (DTC)** - A system service that coordinates transactions. Work unit controlled by a DTC can be committed as an atomic transaction even if it spans multiple resource managers, potentially on separate computers. Microsoft DTC implements a two-phase commit protocol to ensure that the transaction outcome (either commit or abort) is consistent across all resource managers involved in a transaction. Microsoft DTC ensures atomicity, regardless of failures.

**Microsoft Message Queue Server (MSMQ)** - A technology that enables applications running at different times to communicate across heterogeneous networks and systems that may be temporarily offline. Within an MSMQ enterprise, applications send messages to queues and read messages from queues.
Component Object Model (COM) - An architecture for defining interfaces among objects implemented by widely varying software applications. A COM object instantiates one or more interfaces, each of which exposes zero or more properties and zero or more methods. All COM interfaces are derived from the base class IUnknown. Technologies built on the COM include ActiveX, MAPI, and OLE.

Microsoft Transaction Server (MTS) - A COM-based transaction processing system that provides a run-time environment for objects to perform the business logic.

Component Services (COM+) - A set of services based on extensions of MTS and the COM that provide improved threading and security, transaction management, object pooling, and application administration and packaging.

2.3 CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture)

The Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [9] is an emerging open distributed object-computing infrastructure standardized by the Object Management Group (OMG). CORBA automates many common network programming tasks such as object registration, location, and activation; request de-multiplexing; framing and error-handling; parameter marshalling and de-marshalling; and operation dispatching. The goal is to move technology to a plug-and-play environment. The basis of the architecture is to recognize all components of a network’s infrastructure as objects. The implication is that both the client and the server are now recognized as receiver and sender, not just only as receiver or just as sender. The core of the architecture is the Object Request Broker (ORB) through which all objects communicate. Objects are identified in four categories: applications, domains, services, and facilities. The main achievement of CORBA is the interoperability cross all heterogeneous platforms and all kind of program languages.
Clients access objects only through objects advertised interface, invoking only those operations that that object chooses to expose, with only those parameters (input and output) that are included in the invocation. In order to invoke the remote object instance, the client first obtains its object reference using Naming services. To make the remote invocation, the client uses the method calls just like it used in the local invocation, but substitutes the object reference for the remote instance. When the ORB examines the object reference and discovers that the target object is remote, it marshals the arguments and routes the invocation out over the network to the remote object’s ORB. The CORBA object invocation process has two key levels: First, the client knows the type of object it is, and the client stub and object skeleton are generated from the same IDL. This means that the client knows exactly which kind of operations it may invoke and where to go in the invocation. Second, the client’s ORB and object’s ORB must agree on a common protocol, which is standard IIOP (Internet Inter-ORB Protocol). The typical CORBA distributed [9] application picture is as follows:

![Figure 4: CORBA application architecture](image-url)

2.4 Comparison

For serious enterprise applications deployed as three-tier or n-tier, the most important of requirements is scalability. The middle tier will be the component tier. It is on this tier that the business logic will run, packaged as software components. Instances of these components will be managing requests coming in from the client tier and will be updating back-end tier databases. Since the component instances are updating back-end databases, they require database connections. Database connections are valuable resources, and each component instance having a database connection is also a valuable resource. They too, therefore, must be managed carefully. In enterprise applications the number of clients using the system will usually far exceed the number of component instances the system can support. Any distributed architecture must therefore include some mechanisms for sharing instances among clients. All three of these architecture address component objects scalability by merging two different technologies [12][11]: Components and Transaction Processing Monitors (TPMs). Component coordination must support not only transactions explicitly expressed as sequences of service [10][6] invocations, but also the situation in which the internal implementation of one of those services in turn relies on an autonomous service. The issue of proprietary architectures within the CORBA is that it does not define a server side component coordinator framework. It does not deal with issues such as transactions, component packaging, or automatic state management, but a specification. Both J2EE and DNA have good middle-
tier components objects caching mechanism, but DNA being a Microsoft member, sticks with only Windows, not a multiple platforms as most enterprise application deployed. It is not a pure platform independent solution to distributed objects computing. The strength of CORBA was deployed mainly in mainframe environments as a way to wrap legacy code for use as components. J2EE provides for interoperability with CORBA through The Java interface definition language, a CORBA IDL-to-Java compiler. J2EE makes distributed object technology more accessible through EJB technology and easier to use by offering an abstraction level that is higher, and therefore more efficient for software development. The complexities of distributed object communication are completely hidden. EJB can exploit object communication mechanisms such as CORBA and RMI without having to expose these underlying technologies to the application programmer. EJB uses RMI over IIOP - the CORBA wire protocol to allows the transparent mapping of RMI to CORBA. J2EE can work in the Java language, and still gain the possible interoperability benefits of CORBA. The most significant difference between Windows DNA and J2EE is that Windows DNA is a proprietary product supported by a single vendor, whereas J2EE is an open industry standard supported by a variety of middleware vendors, each of which are providing implementations for the standard. J2EE has both business and data components, whereas DNA only has business components. There is very weak support for stateful business processes in Windows DNA. COM+ [8] components cannot hold state beyond a transaction because they are activated and deactivated by the COM+ runtime upon transactional boundaries. J2EE fully support stateful business process by session EJB beans and persistent support by EJB entity beans. COM+ does not provide any form of automated persistence support, because there
is no notion of a data component in COM+. The benefit of J2EE is obvious in a component-based heterogeneous distributed system.
3 High level Design of the three-tier GRADER

The basic requirement of GRADER is a three-tier, component-based distributed system, which is an expedition to a new computing paradigm. According to the analysis of the first part, J2EE is the best candidate to be applied to the GRADER online application. It has a sound architecture and mature APIs to satisfy all the needs of GRADER. By partitioning GRADER into three distributed tiers that are front end, middle tier, and back-end, we actually follow the MVC rule (Model, View, Control) [7][19] to design the system. Model is the persistent data stored in Database, and view is the user interface whereas Control is middle tier business component. The details of these three layers will be described in the following parts. The basic things are that front-end will provide a GUI interface to let teachers manage the course data and students have an easy way to browse their grade information. The middle tier is made of distributed components, which are EJB beans that may be deployed in several sites. This layer focuses on the business logic and performs the gateway to the database and front-end presentation GUI interface. The back-end layer plays a role to keep persistent objects, which will map to the records of some tables if using a relational database, or serializable binary files if using file storage.

This GRADER application also needs to consider the security problems like different access policies [24]. By using the J2EE well-defined security model, we can easily achieve this goal. J2EE can let the developer define access role for even every method call, and make sure the data will be consistently feed to users. Using different group identifiers, it is easy for the system to control the authentication of login user and present the different GUI with the proper access permission. The teacher has the privilege
to register a new course section and set up what kind of grades that they want to prevent to student. Students can only view his/her own courses information restricted by the course lecturer and change their own access password or profile.

J2EE can let the application take full power from the Java programming language and hence it is a totally platform-independent solution. The mature EJB (Enterprise Java Bean) component technology guarantees the transactional database connection and remote invocation to the EJB components and good performance as well. It is the best choice for GRADER.

3.1 Front tier design

3.1.1 CLIENT SIDE TECHNOLOGY

J2EE provides rich front-end choices that are HTML/JavaScript, Java stand-alone, and Java applet within Java-enabled browser [30][27]. Let us analyze each of them to find which one is best solution for GRADER.

HTML with JavaScript uses the HTTP protocol to communicate with the Web server where JSP and Servlet technology from J2EE can provide dynamic content from the client request. In this mode, EJB components just talk to JSP or Servlet not HTML directly. All the GUIs have to be built using HTML and JavaScript that is very limited for GRADER like complex GUI demand. HTML also is static and this lead all the dynamic content request must go to JSP or Servlet back and forth and hence increase the Internet traffic. Each time the HTML page must be refreshed when student records are changed or course grade is calculated on the fly.

For the stand-alone Java front-end, full Java APIs like Swing and AWT can make a perfect user interface and very powerful to carry all the functionalities. The
disadvantage is that the user must live with a JDK environment to run the GRADER application, and take care of all the Java environment set up and each time GRADER has new server side modification such we change some business logic, the client must have the same version of all modified class files to make the consistency to the server. Administration work is definitely evitable.

By adopting an Applet client solution, we can have the Java rich interface advantage, but avoid the administration problem. Users can use any Java-enabled browser like Netscape or IE to play as a client end point. We don’t need to use JSP or Servlet to feed the dynamic content to users. The only disadvantage is that each time the applet needs to download the bunch of server class files to run the application. Comparing the above two solutions, it is worth to scarify this to get other benefits. Regarding the Applet security restriction, we can use a signed jar file or modify security policy to free the sand box limitation of the Applet.

3.1.2 FRONT TIER MODULES
From the user point of view, the GRADER GUI can be divided into three main groups, and each group has its own functional modules as shown in Figure5.

The individual modules can be further described to explain its functionality as follows. Log in – the entry login in a window to authenticate the user.

Monitor group:

- **Add/Modify/Query User**—registers new monitor/teacher/student, assigns login ID and password to each user, and can query a specific user to modify his/her profile or delete this user record from the database.

- **Batch add User**—provides a flexible batch mode way to add many users at the same time.
Figure 5: GRADER front-end GUI modules

- **Add/Modify/Query Course** — registers new course, assign course ID and teacher. Can query specific course and modify this course profile or delete this course from database.

- **SQL tool** — provides a GUI tool to query the database or build initial necessary tables.

**Teacher group:**

- **Add/Modify/Query student** — registers new student, assign login ID and password to each student and can query specific student to modify/delete profile from database.

- **Add/Modify/Query Course grade** — adds new course grade item, registers students to this course and can query specific course and modify this course grade or delete this record from database.
• *Batch add student/grade* – provides flexible batch mode way to register many students to the course at the same time, and can add a whole class course grade instead of one by one.

• *Email notification* – provides a convenient Internet communication mechanism to send an E-mail of account information to individual students and student summary lists to teachers.

• *Grade Management* – provides way to let teacher author the course weight rule, set up student view permission, full mark assignment and final grade calculation.

• *Statistics* – provides way to let the teacher send command to middle tier component to calculate course items statistics.

• *Course Info/Bar Chart view* – lets teachers have the full choice to view course grade information and grade bar graphics chart.

**Student group:**

• *Course info view* – lets students view his/her courses grade summary information

• *Bar Chart view* – lets students have a full choice to view course grade bar graphics charts.

• *Modify profile* – lets a student modify his/her profile like password or e-mail address.

**3.2 Middle tier design**

**3.2.1 ENTERPRISE JAVA BEAN INTRODUCTION**

J2EE architecture depends heavily on the EJB components in the middle [25][26] tier to realize its business components distribution and data persistence database connection. Enterprise JavaBeans are well-designed reusable business logic components
for use in distributed, multi-tier application architectures. EJB based applications can be
get up and run quickly by just integrating all needed EJB components. For example, if
you are developing a high-end e-commerce application, you might purchase one EJB
component that performs on line credit card processing, another that manages a client
database, and another that calculates shipping costs. You would then tie these together
within your application server by setting up deployment properties of the beans, and there
you would have it - an order processing system. An application server would
automatically handle sticky issues like requests for balancing loads, maintaining security,
monitoring transaction processes, object resources share, and ensuring data integrity.

EJB is different from the conventional Java bean at the point that it is not a GUI
property and behavior of transactional server side Java bean components. Conventional
beans are Java classes, typically graphical user interface (GUI) components, designed to
conform to a series of programming conventions so that integrated development IDE
environments. They follow conventions of interfaces using get and set to define class
prosperities and aren't for use inside development. The purpose of Enterprise JavaBeans
is to encapsulate business logic into server-side components. In the EJB paradigm, an
application is implemented as a set of business-logic-controlling EJB components that
have been configured in application-specific ways inside an "EJB container" such as an
application server. Clients are then written to communicate with the EJB components and
handle the results. The standardized interfaces exist to allow the EJB container to manage
security and transactional aspects of the bean.

Application servers are runtime environments to host EJB containers because they
automate the more low level features of multi-tier computing. Application servers
manage resources on behalf of the components involved in the design. They also provide infrastructure services such as naming, directory services and security. And they provide bean-based applications with the benefit of scalability - most application server environments will let application clustered through the addition of new clusters of machines. EJB containers offer their beans a number of important services including Life cycle management, multithreading, security services, transaction, and persistence and state management services. This will keep the programmer focused on the business logic instead of system considerations.

3.2.2 HOW EJB WORKS

There are four types of EJB beans – stateless/stateful session beans and container-managed persistence/bean-managed persistence entity beans [27]. Session beans don’t deal with data persistence and represent a process that will be performed on the server. Entity beans represent persistent objects and have to deal with data persistence. Each entity beans object might implicitly represent and mapping to a row in a relational database table and they will keep the data even system get crashed or reboot.

Each EJB component has two interfaces associated with it: EJBHome and [5] [4] EJBOBJECT. The classes that represent these interfaces are created when the EJB is loaded into the container. EJBHome provides the way to create the EJB beans and have find methods for entity beans. Both session and entity beans have create methods that will return an instance of the EJBOBJECT class. There may be a number of these create methods, each taking different parameters depending upon what data is required to initialize the EJB. In the case of entity beans, there will also be "finder methods," which take a primary key as a parameter and return a reference to a unique EJBOBJECT instance.
or collection of EJBObjets matching find methods. EJBObject is an instance of the EJB bean remote interface class and is used by the client to access the methods provided by the EJB component. The EJBObject class acts as a proxy, putting the necessary infrastructure-specific code between the client and the EJB component. We can show the relationship as follows.

![EJB workflow diagram](image)

**Figure 6: EJB workflow diagram**

As shown above, a bean is installed into a container by supplying a deployment descriptor, which contains details about the bean's interfaces. EJB container tools analyze the EJB package, reading the deployment descriptor and generating implementations classes for the home and remote interfaces and client stubs. The bean's home object is then registered with the naming service, and the home and remote interfaces are then made available to clients. A client tries to find a bean's home interface by querying the Java naming service (JNDI). The client calls the create or find methods, as defined in the home interface, and receives in return a reference to the object that implements the remote interface. A session or entity EJB Object is a remote Java object that is accessible
through the standard Java programming interfaces for remote invocation. The client simply calls business methods on the object. The container provides security, concurrency, transactions, swapping to secondary storage, and other services for the object. This is completely hidden from the client. As an example, consider the following client pseudo code for working with an EJB bean “User”:

```java
UserHome userHome = <Naming Service>.lookup("MyUser");
User user = userHome.create(<creation parameters>);
(or User user = userHome.findByPrimaryKey(<primaryKey>));
methodReturnType result user.setName("Bob");
```

We first lookup EJB User remote home by naming service and then use returned User home object to create a new User remote interface or use `findByPrimaryKey()` method to find the remote interface object. After having EJB remote interface client can perform all the methods this User EJB registered just like a local object invocation. Note that the User bean implementation object is not exposed to the client. This is analogous to a CORBA object implementation.

The major difference between EJB and other distributed object protocols is in how servant objects are created and managed. In CORBA, servants are explicitly instantiated inside the server application and then registered with the ORB’s object adapter. The same programmer that writes the object implementation usually writes the server application. RMI is handled similarly. In the case of EJB, a bean programmer writes only the code for the bean implementation. The responsibility for executing the code is delegated to the EJB container, which in most cases is written by someone else.
The EJB container resides inside the EJB server, which interacts with the operating system and the system administrator.

EJB specifies a contract between containers and beans. The container contract is a protocol that defines how beans should be manipulated by a container. Part of the contract is a requirement for each bean to implement standard methods, for example *ejbCreate()* and *ejbFind()*). A bean also contains implementations of business logic methods. The container uses Java reflection to redirect calls made by clients to the remote interface for execution by the bean’s methods. As an illustration of the complexity of bean management within a container, the following diagram shows the lifecycle of a stateful EJB session bean [3]:

![EJB bean lifecycle management](image)

**Figure 7: EJB bean lifecycle management**

### 3.2.3 GRADER EJB COMPONENTS

In the GRDAER system, based on the requirement analysis, six entity beans and one session bean are chosen to play as middle layer components.
*User entity bean* – provides basic three groups with user authentication information, stores user ID and name, and password.

*Student entity bean* – stores student’s extra specific information.

*Teacher entity bean* – stores teacher’s extra specific information.

*Course entity bean* – stores course information such as course name, section, room, teacher, office hour, etc.

*CourseGrade entity bean* – stores course' grade information for all registered students.

*Rule entity bean* – stores course rules like weigh allocation, full mark, final grade schema and student viewing permission rule.

*GraderManager session bean* – provides basic methods for the grade summary calculation.

### 3.3 Back end tier design

Since EJB defines entity beans to represent persistence data. A single copy of a particular entity bean is shared among all clients that need it. Therefore, all entity beans must map to a underlying storage system such as database or file system. In the GRADER system, we use database to store the data. J2EE reference implementation provides a Java-based relational database called CloudScape. We can also use other databases like Oracle or DataStore. The mapping can be done with any relational database because all the entity beans in GRADER are container-managed persistence bean. You can deploy those beans in the deploy time to decide which relational database to use. The database tables that correspond to entity beans are:

*CourseBeanTable, CourseGradeBeanTable, RuleBeanTable, StudentBeanTable, TeacherBeanTable, UserEJBTable.*
4 OBJECT ORIENTED DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Class diagram

GRADER class package dependency diagram and is presented in figure 8 and class diagrams are shown in figure 9, 10, 11.

![Diagram]

Figure 8: GRADER class package diagram

GRADER is designed to have three packages that are grader.ejb, grader.gui and grader.util. Package grader.ejb contains all EJB entity beans and session bean, and grader.gui contains all GUI class and help classes. Package grader.util only contains all packages needed for utility classes. The detail classes are described as follow:

4.2 GRADER class Packages

4.2.1 PACKAEGE GRADER.EJB

public interface User extends javax.ejb.EJBObject

-User EJB Entity bean remote interface
public interface UserHome extends javax.ejb.EJBHome

-User EJB Entity home interface

public class UserEJB extends java.lang.Object implements javax.ejb.EntityBean

-User EJB Entity bean implementation

public interface Teacher extends javax.ejb.EJBOBJECT

-Teacher EJB Entity bean remote interface

public interface TeacherHome extends javax.ejb.EJBHome

-Teacher EJB Entity bean home interface

public class TeacherBean extends java.lang.Object implements javax.ejb.EntityBean

-Teacher EJB Entity bean implementation

public interface Student extends javax.ejb.EJBOBJECT

-Student EJB Entity bean remote interface

public interface StudentHome extends javax.ejb.EJBHome

-Student EJB Entity bean home interface

public class StudentBean extends java.lang.Object implements javax.ejb.EntityBean

-Student EJB Entity bean implementation

public interface Course extends javax.ejb.EJBOBJECT

-Course EJB Entity bean remote interface

public interface CourseHome extends javax.ejb.EJBHome

-Course EJB entity bean home interface
public class CourseBean extends java.lang.Object implements
    javax.ejb.EntityBean

    -Course entity Bean implementation

public interface Rule extends javax.ejb.EJBObject

    -Rule EJB Entity bean remote interface

public interface RuleHome extends javax.ejb.EJBHome

    -Rule EJB Entity bean home interface

public class RuleBean extends java.lang.Object implements javax.ejb.EntityBean

    -Rule EJB Entity bean implementation

public interface CourseGrade extends javax.ejb.EJBObject

    -CourseGrade EJB Entity bean remote interface

public interface CourseGradeHome extends javax.ejb.EJBHome

    -CourseGrade EJB entity bean home interface

public class CourseGradeBean extends java.lang.Object implements EntityBean

    -CourseGrade EJB entity bean implementation

4.2.2 PACKAGE GRADER.GUI

public class GraderApplet extends java.applet.Applet implements
    java.awt.event.ActionListener, java.awt.event.AdjustmentListener,
    java.awt.event.MouseAdapter, java.awt.event.ActionListener

    -Provides a full functionality to three kinds of users Monitor: Perform all users
    Add/Modify/Delete and SQL query course registration Teacher: Perform students
    registration and course grade management Student: Perform grade query and
    profile modification.
Figure 10: grader.gui class diagram
public class AddCourse extends java.awt.Panel

-AddCourse is used to add a new course entry to Grader distributed system.

public class AddCourseGrade extends java.awt.Panel

-AddCourseGrade class is for a teacher to add course grade entry to system.

public class AdmAddStudent extends java.awt.Panel

-AdmAddStudent is used to register a new student entry in the database.

public class AdmAddUser extends java.awt.Panel

-AdmAddUser is used to register a new user in DB

public class AdmAddTeacher extends java.awt.Panel

-AdmAddTeacher is used to register a new teacher in DB

public class AdmModifyUser extends java.awt.Panel

-AdmModifyUser is a GUI object to let a user modify an existed user profile in Database.

public class DBSqlTool extends java.awt.Panel implements java.awt.event.ActionListener

-DBSqlTool is used to let a Monitor manipulate the database directly without other GUI.

public class FinalGradeRule extends java.awt.Panel

-FinalGradeRule class is a GUI component to let a teacher assign final course grade schema.

public class MenuPanel extends java.awt.Container

implements java.awt.event.MouseListener, java.awt.event.MouseMotionListener

-MenuPanel: The Menu Container class. Uses text Labels and PopupMenus to simulate a Menu Bar. Standard MenuBars can only be used in Frame windows, but this can also be used in Applets, as well as within any other Container class.
USAGE: Set up your MenuBar object as usual, then call setMenuBar(menuBar).

You can use MenuPanel.makeMenu(...) to help you create MenuBar items.

public class GradeViewRule extends java.awt.Panel

-GradeViewRule class is used to provide a GUI interface to let the teacher manipulate the viewing rule of the courses.

public class Importer extends java.lang.Object

-Importer class is used to deal with the student account and course grade batch mode processing.

public class MyPassword extends java.awt.Panel

- The student profile modification GUI

public class MyTable extends java.awt.Panel

- This is class used to display grade detailed grid table view GUI

public class LoginFrame extends java.awt.Frame

-This is entry class for Grader system. It is for first login window

public class GradeHistogram extends java.awt.Canvas

-GradeHistogram is for drawing student Grade Histogram graphics

4.2.3 PACKAGE GRADER.UTIL

public class Content extends java.lang.Object

-Provides a full help content to three kind of users group Monitor/Teacher/Student

public class MailSend extends java.lang.Object

-MailSend is used to construct and send an RFC822 (plain text) email content.

public class HVRule extends java.awt.Canvas

-Component class to draw small Horiz or Vert Rule Separator lines.
public class UUIDGenerator extends java.lang.Object implements java.io.Serializable

-This class is used to generate unique primary keys for CourseGradeBean.

public final class EJBUtil extends java.lang.Object

-This is a utility class for obtaining EJB components references and other application lever methods collection.

### 4.3 Use Cases of the System

Use Case diagrams provide a way of describing the external view of the system and its interactions with the outside world. Use case diagram shows the relationship among actors and use cases within a system. We here present use case of the GRADER system.
4.3.1 USE CASE OF THE MONITOR

A monitor actually can interact with GRADER for new user registration, modification and course information maintenance. Figure 12 shows the use case.

![The Monitor use case diagram]

Figure 12: The Monitor use case diagram

4.3.2 USE CASE OF STUDENT

A student can query with the GRADER system to view their course information and modify their profile. Figure 13 shows this use case.

![The student use case diagram]

Figure 13: The student use case diagram
4.3.3 USE CASE OF TEACHER

A teacher can interact with the GRADER system to manage student information and course grade. This is main functionality of system. Figure 13 shows the use case.

![UML Diagram]

Figure 14: The teacher use case diagram

4.4 Final grade Sequence diagram

To further describe the GRADER system dynamic interaction, we present a detail sequence diagram in Figure 15 to show corresponding interactions between classes to achieve the goal of the teacher's "get final grade". The teacher first logs in to the GRADER system, LoginForm is the actually class to validate the user and assign next the GUI to the coming user. LoginForm will try first to get a GraderManagerBean bean home and then invoke its method to validate the teacher's status. Teacher then needs to verify all needed full course standards are already there and weight also ready for calculating. In this process classes like GraderApplet, CourseGradeBean, RuleBean and
EJBUtil cooperate to finish the required job. After that teacher can issue a command to ask the system calculate the course final grade. In this calculating process, class GraderApplet will first retrieve the final grade rule if it already exists or let the user define a new rule and then compare the course final mark to get the final grade letter for each student in the course and display this result to the teacher.

Figure 15: Final Grade sequence diagram
4.5 Detailed implementation

4.5.1 GRADER DATABASE SCHEMA

To meet the EJB entity beans data structure, we need to have same database schema in the back-end. Each container-managed persistence bean will mapping to its corresponding table when being deployed, and all beans data fields have one-to-one mapping relationship to table fields including primary key. The following figure shows the GRADER database schema.

![Database Schema Diagram](image)

Figure 16: GRADER Database schema diagram

4.5.2 GRADER GUIs

GRADER front tier presents rich interfaces to the end-user, and lets each user group have different access GUIs to interact with the system. The login GUI is provided to be a entry GUI to all three user groups for validating the user’s identity and then forward to the predefined assigned user main GUI.
In monitor GUIs as shown below, the monitor first gets the page of "Add New User" where the monitor can register a system new user of any group. If choosing "Modify/Delete user" menu item, the system will let monitor either browser user one by one or find specific user information quickly by the given user ID. The monitor can also use the "Batch add mode" to add whole class students name at one shot. This is convenient to deal with bunch data import to the GRADER system. The monitor GUI was designed to be responsible for course information manipulation to centralize the course resources management instead of letting the teacher manage this trial job. A more powerful GUI is the "SQL tool", which can let the monitor connect a remote database server to perform some database tuning and direct table management. This GUI accepts standard SQL standard statements and uses JDBC to connect to the database. It can be also used to establish initial GRADER database tables if the J2EE EJBs deploy tool doesn’t create these tables.
Figure 17: The monitor group GUIs
The GUIs provided for the teacher group user has all the functionalities to let the teacher finish all jobs. The entry page is the “Course Grade Info” page, which can let the teacher add a new course grade item into the system as well as providing a detailed students registration list to current teacher’s courses. The teacher can then choose another menu item from the menu and perform related operation. The “Modify/Delete student” menu item can let the teacher either browse student profiles or find a specific student by given student ID, and modify the entry of that student. By choosing the “Batch register student”, the teacher can register whole class student at one shot just like the monitor, but only for current teachers own courses. If “Email notification” is activated, all the registration students can get an email notification containing his/her login name and password, and the teacher can get a registration summary report containing the rest of all students. The teacher can choose “Add Course grade” to add an individual course grade entry, or use “Batch add grade” to add many entries at the same time like adding student accounts. “Modify/Delete grade” is used to let the teacher to browse course grade information or to find a specific student record from the database, and perform either the modification or delete operation. Figure 18 shows the GUIs of this group.
Figure 18: The teacher group GUIs (1)

The teacher group GUIs also provides course grades automatically calculation function to easy grade management by using “Define full mark”, “Define weight rule” and “Define final rule” menu items. The teacher needs to define each course full mark standard and weight rule for course items like assignments, labs, midterm exam and final exam. In the module “Define final rule”, two rules based methods are provided to let the teacher calculate course final grade letter either by absolute or relative. This gives flexibility for the teacher to choose an appropriate way to calculate the course grade. The teacher can still manually modify the final grade result after system calculation by finding the specific entry and modify it using the “Modify/Delete grade” module. Command buttons “Apply this weight rule” and “Apply to this course” are used to activate the calculation process for course final mark and final grade. Figure 19 shows this group GUIs. GRADER imposes a strict data validation in these GUI to decrease the
input error as less as possible. For example, the teacher cannot give a weigh rule which has total value greater than 100, or Final rule must has incremental number from low to high not intermingled letter in “absolute” case and can’t allocate more than total students number in the total grade number allocation. GRADER can also detect if the user inputs a digital number as well to make a sure the GUI has right number to calculate.
Figure 19: The teacher group GUIs (2)

GRADER also provides course information viewing GUIs to let the teacher view detailed information for each course and bar chart graphics of grade statistics. The teacher can even define the student viewing items permission to selectivity publish the course information to students. Teachers have the full control to hide some course item from students at their will. Following Figure 20 shows the GUIs.
Figure 20: The teacher group GUILs (3)

Student group GUILs are pretty straightforward for proving viewing information of the courses student registered. Students can view their courses grade detailed information
as well as the class grade distribution bar chart. Students can also modify their personal information like their email address or password as the password produced by system as soon as they get the GRADER registration email notification. The system validation can guide the user to use the correct length password and refuse to take not consistent password. Figure 21 shows this group GUIs.
Figure 21: The student group GUIs

In any case, each group member can use the "Help" menu to get that group operation on line help by choosing the "Content" menu item. This help context will give the user detailed instruction about the usage of the GRADER system.
4.5.3 EJB DEPLOYMENT PROCESS

In order to deploy the GRADER distributed system, the following software is needed installed in the deployed computer.

- JDK 2 standard edition [4] version 1.2.1 or later
- J2EE application server [2] version 1.2.1 or later
- Oracle database or other relational database if not use default CloudScape database

Define your JAVA_HOME system variable to point the JDK2 installation folder and another system variable J2EE_HOME to point the J2EE installation folder. Start the j2ee server by execute batch “j2ee.bat -verbose” file under %J2EE_HOME%\bin. After you start j2ee server, you need to start the CloudScape database server using command “cloudscape.bat -start” or start a chosen other database server like Oracle8i by its related instructions. Now the servers are ready to store data or let you deploy the GRADER system. The j2ee start process is like figure 22.

![Figure 22: J2EE server start process](image-url)
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Open j2ee deploy tool by execute batch file “deploytool.bat” in the same folder as “j2ee.bat”. You can then choose menu item “Open Application” under “File” menu to open GRDAER system EJB ear file “GraderEJBs.ear” and highlight bean “manager” -> “managerBean”. By choosing the right panel “Environment” tab, you can define the GRADER system default monitor name and password and also j2ee server machine IP name. After this modification, you can deploy GRADER EJB beans by using “Deploy Application” menu item under “Tools” menu to deploy all the EJB beans to the machine which you just start the j2ee server. The deploy tool figure is as follows:

![Deploy Tool Snapshot]

**Figure 23:** J2EE deployment tool snapshot

4.5.4 HOW TO RUN THE GRADER SYSTEM

We just described the Grader Distributed EJB Beans deployment steps above, now let us put all things together to see how to run the whole system both on the server side or client side.
Server side:

- Install J2EE server and copy “ioser12.dll” file under J2EE_HOME\nativelib folder to any search path folder (like c:\winnt\system32).

- Make sure you have set up JAVA_HOME and J2EE_HOME environment variables with their installation folders name. Modify the “orb.properties” file under J2EE_HOME/ config to set the host name as the current deployed machine name.

- Sign the file “grader.jar” inside the GRADER deployment zip file “grader_project.zip” and exports signer’s certification file to clients who will access GRADER system. Or just simply unzip “grader.cer” file from “grader_project.zip” and let client import this certification file.

- Extract the GRADER deployment zip file “grader_project.zip” to folder under J2EE_HOME\ public_html. All classes archive signed jar files “sGraderAll.jar” and the index.html and grader.html files will go their right folder. Now the deployment is ready. Use any text editor to open “grader.html” file and modify applet parameter host value to be your deployed server IP.

- Run the j2ee server and cloudscape database server (or other database server) as described 3.5.3.

Server now is ready for client request!

Client side:

- The client side needs to have the JRE run time environment (Java 2 plug-in) installed. Copy the j2ee.jar file and two cloudscape jar files or oracle driver jar files into JRE_Home\JRE\1.2\lib\ext folder
• Copy J2EE native lib “ioser12.dll” file to any user system search path or modify system environment variable to let PATH point to the folder containing this “ioser12.dll” file

• Import signer’s certification file “grader.cer” to generate a user keystore and modify client side policy file as described in 4.3

• You can optionally enable client side Java 1.2 Console to let user see running results.

The client browser can now point URL to http://serverIP:8000 to enter The GRADER system now.
5  GRADER Security Control

5.1 Applet sandbox restriction

An applet being a Java program that is run from inside a Web browser, is subjected to some security restrictions. The original Java applet security model implements a sandbox that imposes strict controls on what certain kinds of Java programs can and cannot do. In general, applets loaded over the net are prevented from reading and writing files on the client file system, and only from making network to the applet-originating host [24]. By default all downloaded applets are considered untrusted, which means that all these applets are only permitted to run in client side binding applet sandbox security model and can’t access local resources. Hence, they are of limited functionality if the application is expected to have complex ability.

All Netscape Navigator versions subsequent to 3.0 are Java enabled. All Microsoft Internet Explorer versions subsequent to 3.0 also include Java. The two browsers’ security [16] policies are, at the present time, very similar. Both are somewhat strict. The following rules apply to all untrusted applets running under Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer [24]:

- Applets can’t read or write files at client local disk.
- Applets can’t open a client-side network connection to any machine other than the applet’s origin host.
- Applets after JDK 1.1 can open a server socket as long as the port number is greater than the privileged port number on the machine (usually 1024).
- Applets can read only nine system properties. Applets are not permitted to read any other system properties.
• If an applet is loaded using the file: URL, and it does not reside in a directory in CLASSPATH, it will be loaded by an Applet Class Loader.

Both browsers offer complex security models based on digital signatures and partial trust. Although the models are quite similar to the model defined by Java 2, there are many detailed differences that annoy developers and users. To solve this problem we have to make a trusted applet to break the applet sandbox restriction. There are two ways for an applet to be considered trusted, the applet is installed on the local hard disk, or the applet is signed by an identity marked as trusted in your identity database. GRADER is expected to present its complex front-end functionality like local disk file access and read some system properties, so we need to make it a trusted applet to take full power of Java ability.

5.2 Make trusted GRADER Applet

GRADER is a distributed system and has to use J2EE platform to get the EJB capability. We need to use The Java 1.2 plug-in to deploy the system and we can naturally use the Java 1.2 security model to leverage the GRADER full applet ability. The Java 1.2 security model is policy based and it will force the Java application abide the policy file definition. We think GRADER is trusted Java application, and give GRADER all the needed permission to perform its tasks.

Permission represents access to a system resource. In order for a resource access to be allowed for an applet (or an application running with a security manager), the corresponding permission must be explicitly granted to the code attempting the access. A Policy file represents the policy for Java application resource accessibility. The default
Policy implementation obtains its information from static ASCII policy configuration files. A policy file can be composed via a simple text editor, or via the graphical Policy Tool utility `policytool` in JDK. The user policy file “.java.policy” is by default located at:

- `C:\WinNT\Profiles\login_name on multi-user Windows NT systems`
- `C:\Windows\Profiles\login_name on multi-user Windows 95 systems`
- `C:\Windows on single-user Windows 95 systems`
- `user.home/.java.policy` (Solaris)

When the Policy is initialized, the system policy is loaded in first, and then the user policy is added to it. If neither policy is present, a built-in policy is used. This built-in policy is the same as the original sandbox policy. Policy file locations are specified in the security properties file, which is located at

- `java.home/lib/security/java.security` (Solaris)
- `java.home\lib\security\java.security` (Windows)

Using the Policy Tool saves typing and eliminates the need for you to know the required syntax of policy files, thus reducing errors. There is a tool named `keytool` from JDK that can be used to create public/private key pairs and self-signed X.509 v1 certificates [24], and to manage keystores. A keystore is a protected database that holds keys and certificates for an enterprise. Access to a keystore is guarded by a password (defined at the time the keystore is created, by the person who creates the keystore, and changeable only when providing the current password). In addition, each private key in a keystore can be guarded by its own password. Another tool `jarsigner` are used to digitally sign Java applications or applets using produced keys and certificates from keystores. Using keytool, it is possible to display, import, and export X.509 v1, v2, and v3 certificates stored as files, and to generate new self-signed v1 certificates. By using these tools JDK 1.2 provides the basic technology for loading and authenticating signed
classes. This enables browsers to run trusted applets in a trusted environment. The GRADER is using these tools for finer-grained policy control to get flexible security policies. We will show the detail steps to demonstrate how to apply this.

5.3 How to sign GRAGER

In order to deploy GRADER and let the client browser executed as an applet client, we need to sign the class archive file and export the signed certification file to the client side. The Client then imports this certification and adds a new Java security policy entry to the client policy file. The steps are as follows:

Server side

- Step 1: Produce owner public key

`JDK_HOME/bin>keytool -genkey -keystore C:\WINNT\dsun\keystore -alias dsun`

Enter keystore password: grader

What is your first and last name?

[Unknown]: daofeng sun

What is the name of your organizational unit?

[Unknown]: concordia

What is the name of your organization?

[Unknown]: concordia

What is the name of your City or Locality?

[Unknown]: montreal

What is the name of your State or Province?

[Unknown]: quebec

What is the two-letter country code for this unit?
[Unknown]: ca

Is <CN=daofeng sun, OU=MRI, O=MRI, L=montreal, ST=quebec, C=ca> correct?

[no]: y

Enter key password for <dsun>  (RETURN if same as keystore password):[return]

- Step2: Use above public key to sign a jar file

  JDK_HOME/bin >jarsigner -keystore C:\WINNT\Profiles\dsun\keystore -signedjar sGraderAll.jar GraderAll.jar dsun

  Enter Passphrase for keystore: grader

- Step 3: Export the Public Key Certificate file and signed jar file

  JDK_HOME/bin >keytool -export -keystore C:\WINNT\Profiles\dsun\keystore -alias dsun -file grader.cer

  Enter keystore password:  grader

  Certificate stored in file < grader.cer>

**Client side**

- Step 4: Import signer's certification file to produce client's keystore file

  JDK_HOME/bin >keytool -import -alias dsun -file grader.cer -keystore c:\userStore

Step5: Modify java policy file

Use java policy tool policytool to create or modify existing “.java.policy” file in the folder of client profile folder(i.e C:\WINNT\Profiles\dsun). Eventually the following two lines should be in “.java.policy” file.

  keystore "C:/ userStore"

  grant signedBy "dsun" {permission java.security.AllPermission ;};

Now the signed GRADER applet can break the applet restriction and access EJBs and local machine resources like the read/write file.
6 Conclusion

GRADER is implemented as a multi-tier component-based distributed system and uses EJB technology to demonstrate the significant benefits of server-side software components: business logic focus, portable deployment, and easy maintenance; reusable building blocks for rapidly developing and extending Web-based applications; widely robust portable applications across heterogeneous operating system, platform independency, middleware, and protection of user access, as well as standard JDBC database connection to embrace legacy EIS systems.

The J2EE architecture and EJB specification make EJB components and component-based distributed applications available and superior to other distributed systems like DNA or CORBA. This wide support of the EJB technology offers flexibility and a clear Model/View/Control design paradigm and object-oriented implementation. Each tier has specific responsibility to provide service or request service to other tiers. The Java J2EE platform architecture also offers two other choices for building the middle-tier servers for Web-based applications: JavaServer Pages, Servlets, which we have not yet explored yet in GRADER.

By using applet to be a client of GRADER system, we are taking the benefit of rich Java language power, which provides GRADER complex user interfaces and more functionalities than using JSP or JavaScript technologies dynamic HTML pages.

The restrictions of the EJB component distributed-based system are:

- All the entity beans properties have to be defined to be public which violate the object encapsulation rule.
• EJBs use network to communicate each other and increase the overhead of the
  system and cost some system performance.

• Container-managed persistence is only single-table based, and has to use
  bean-managed persistence if the application involves complex objects.

The applet client solution raises the complexity of the application deployment and
the browser has to download big jar file from server before GRADER can run on the
client side. A signed applet has to be used to release the applet security restriction. It also
may have a firewall tunnel problem if the network proxy is not well defined.

Despite of the above limitations, GRADER demonstrates a well-defined Object-
oriented design and implementation process. GRADER provides the end user a friendly
and powerful GUIs layout and interactivity. It also shows a practical realization of
component-based distributed system using EJB technology, which could become the
principal component models of the application.

GRADER performance can be enhanced in the middle-tier by using cached beans
objects and using bulk access objects model. These improvements should be addressed in
the further work [27].
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Appendix A: GRADER User Manual

Log in to the system:

After you enter the URL to point to Grader (Java Applet client/EJB server), you can put either your ID or your login name in "Login ID" field and password in "Password" field, then press "Ok" button. If you want type again due to an error, just press the "Cancel" button and then type again. The system will display waiting information at the bottom of the window, and lead you to the next main menu shortly, given the correct pair of login ID/password.

Monitor user group:

If the user login as a monitor group member, the system will lead to the monitor GUI after the user successfully logs in to the system. The first page is the "Register New User" page, which can be used to create a new user in either group from Monitor/Teacher/Student.

Menu instruction:

[ADMINISTRATION MENU]

Add user—same as the first entry page of monitor login. This GUI can let the current user add a new user of any type of Monitor/Teacher/Student. You can change to "Modify/Delete User" page by clicking the right bottom button "Modify/Delete User" or button "Log Off" to exit.

Modify/Delete User—This leads to the "Modify Existing User" page let current user to modify an existing user profile as well as delete a user from database. Four navigation buttons are provided for easy browsing through the all user list from database or by type a
specific user ID in the upper field, and then click "Look-up user" button to quickly retrieve user’s information if this user exist. By clicking "Add New User" button in right bottom, that will lead you back to the "Register New user" page.

**Add course**-- This leads to page "Register New Course" which lets the current user add a new course to the system. By typing course information in corresponding fields, then press "Ok" button to save it to the database. CourseID and Teacher ID fields must be filled to proceed. By clicking the "Modify/Delete Course" right-bottom button that leads to another "Modify/Delete course" page.

**Modify/Delete Course**-- This leads to the "Modify Course page", which is used to modify or delete or just browse course entries in the database. Groups of navigation buttons are provided to easily browse through the course information. By typing a specific course ID in the upper field, one can quickly get that course profile from database given it already exists in the database.

**Batch add mode**-- This is a GUI to let the monitor add many students to the system at once. A file needs to exist in the user's local file system or use "Edit this file" button to create a new file which follow the format the system requires. After you edit the file put the right bottom button named as "Process batch add" to register all students in your file. This GUI has a function to notify the monitor and the student with the registration information via e-mail from user’s profile. To activate this function, the user needs to check the option "Email notification" on. If you do not want this function, just uncheck this option.

**SQL tool**-- This is a powerful GUI which lets the monitor connect to a remote or local database by a given driver and connection URL in the "Driver:" and "URL:" fields. The
system provides a default string for these fields, which are the Oracle driver and a type 4 JDBC connections URL string. Just check the database vendor to know the strings and put them here to connect with the database server or the local database. After getting the connection, the monitor can use this GUI to perform any SQL query over the database and see the result in the text fields below. These query statements issued by the monitor are stored in the system and can be recalled by pressing the navigation group buttons “previous/next”. The status field displays the application status, and by clicking the button “Exit” to quit the SQL tool page.

**Email Notification**—By checking this option the "Batch add user" page can activate the email notification function and send a summary report of finished registered users list to login the monitor and send to all students a separate email notification about their login name and password to let students have the access right to log to GRADER system as a student group member.

**Teacher user group:**

If the user logs in as a teacher group member, the system will lead to the teacher GUI after user successfully logs to the system. The first page is the "Course Grade Info" page, which can be used to create a new grade item in courses taught by the login teacher. The right panel will display all course registration information (student ID and name under each course).

**Menu instruction:**

**[GRADE MENU]**

*Add student*—This GUI can be used to let the teacher add a new student to Grader system. The teacher can change to the "Modify/Delete Student" page by clicking the right-bottom
button "Modify/Delete Student" or button "Log Off" to exit. This GUI only establishes user profile and does not bind to any specific course. You still need to use the "Add Course grade" GUI to register student to a specific course.

Modify/Delete student—This leads to the "Modify Existed Student" page, which lets the teacher modify an existing student profile as well as delete a student from the database. Four navigation buttons are provided for easy browsing of the entire student list from the database or by typing a specific student ID in the upper field and then click "Look up student" button to quickly retrieve this student's information if the student exist. Clicking "Add New Student" button at the bottom will lead the teacher get back to the GUI "Register New Student" page.

Add Course grade—This leads to same page as the teacher first logged into Grader, and lets the teacher add a new grade to system as well as register the student to this course. By choosing course ID from the list and typing the student ID in corresponding fields, then type grade fields and press "Add a Grade" button to save it to the database. Course ID and Student ID fields must be filled to proceed. By clicking "Modify/Delete grades" in right bottom button can lead to another "Modify/Delete grades" page. A monitor defines the courses of the course ID list and the teacher himself cannot change this item.

Modify/Delete grade—This leads to the "Course Grade Info" page, but having the functionality to modify/delete/browse any grade records in the database. Groups of navigation buttons are provided for easy browsing of the grades information. By choosing a different course ID and typing specific student ID in the corresponding fields and then press button "Find a grade", you can quickly get that student's course grade information from the database given this student already registered to the chosen course.
Change any grade and then press button "Modify a grade" to modify this grade item in the database, pressing the "Delete" button will delete this grade item from the database, and you will need to rebuild this again by going to "Add Course Grade" GUI.

Batch register student— This is a GUI to let the teacher register many students to the course at one time, as well as add these students to GRADER user profile system, A file needs to be exist in the teacher's login client side file system or use "Edit this file" button to create a new file locally, which follows the format specified by the system. After you edit the file, put the right-bottom button named as "Process batch add" to register all students in your file list. This GUI has a function to report to the teacher all students registration summary and notify the student with the registration information via e-mail from the user's profile. To activate this function the teacher needs to check the option "Email notification" on. If don't want this function, just uncheck this option (default status).

Batch add grade — This is a GUI to let the teacher add whole class grade to the given course at one time including its full mark standard, A file needs to exist in the teacher's login client side file system, or use "Edit this file" button to create a new file locally, which follows the format specified by the system. After you edit the file put the right bottom button named as "Process batch grade" to add partial or whole class students grade into GRADER.

Email Notification— By checking this option, the "Batch register student" page can be activated the email notification function and send a summary report of the finished registered students list to the logged on teacher, and send to all student a separate email
notification about their login name and password to let students have the access right to
log into GRADER as a student group member.

[RULE MENU]

*Define full mark* -- A GUI to be used for assign all assignment/lab/test/midterm/final
exam full mark. These values will be used to calculate the course final mark; each section
student grade is just relative to this full grade mark. Choose a course ID from the list, and
then assign full marks to the missing fields and then press button "Add full mark" to save
to the database. This GUI is the complementation to the "Batch add grade" GUI, which
also add a full mark by each grade section. Here, you can add all full mark standards to
all courses taught by the teacher.

*Define weight rule* -- This GUI can let a teacher define each grade percentage in the final
mark. The total must be exactly 100 in order to pass the system's input validation. After
weight rule assignment, press button "Add weight rule" to save it to the database and then
you can press "Apply this weight rule" to calculate whole class final mark to the given
course. If you miss some student grades, you just need to add these grades and then come
to this GUI to press "Apply this weight rule" again to recalculate to refresh the final mark
of the course.

*Define final rule* -- This is the GUI to allocate final the letter to the chosen course. You
can first press button "Check Statistics" to get the whole course final mark and its
distribution, and then by assigning the number to the course. Two methods are provided
to let the teacher have the flexibility to get the course final letter. Relative is the way you
just assign a letter number in each frame; the system will try to calculate the final grade
relative to the schema. Using absolute way, you have to type all frame grade margins and
follow the number order in order to pass the input validation. After you input type finished, first click button "Ok" to save this rule, and press button "Apply to this course" will calculate the course final grade and display the result in the right panel. You can immediately see the result and adjust again.

[VIEW MENU]

Define views rule--This GUI can be used to assign student permission to the course grade. The teacher can hide the grade he/she does not want the student to see.

Views grade table--This GUI can be used to present a grade detail grid view as a table and let the teacher sort the different field and choose a special entry to edit.

View grade summary--This GUI give full course grade summary of the chosen course and either assignment, lab, test, midterm exam, final exam, final mark and final grade. The summary includes max/min/mean grade and grade distribution in the class. This gives the teacher detailed information about his/her course. Just choose the course ID and item subject from the display list, and then press the "View summary now" button to get the result in the left panel.

View grade chart--This is graphic bar chart display to the midterm/final exam/final mark/final grade. This GUI gives a more straightforward way to the teacher about the class grade. Just choose courseID from list and item subject from display list, and then press the "View chart now" button to get the bar chart in the left panel.

Student user group:

If a user logs in a student group member, the system will lead to the student GUI after the user successfully logs in to the system. The first page is all course grade summaries, which includes all courses registered by the current student.
Menu instruction:

[STUDENT MENU]

My course info-- This GUI is the same page as the student login to the Grader system. In the right panel, the student can choose a different courseID and course item, and then press button "View my summary now" to see chosen course detailed information including grade statistics. The course items are just items defined by the teacher permission GUI.

Chart view-- This is graphic bar chart display to the midterm/final exam/final mean/final grade. This GUI gives more straightforward way to the student about the class grade. Just choose the courseID from the list and item subject from display list, then press button "View chart now" to get the bar chart in the left panel. The course items are just items defined by the teacher permission GUI.

Change password-- This GUI is used to let the student change his/her personal profile like password and e-mail address.

[HELP MENU]

Content -- display correspond user group content text for help usage

About-- display Grader version information
Appendix B: GRADER walkthrough

Monitor:
- Login in as a monitor using the same entry GUI as other groups

- Add new user (student group)
- Add new students account in batch mode

- Enable e-mail notification if you want to notify students of the registration status
- Register to a new course

- Modify or look up an existing user
- Modify or look up an existing course

- SQL tool usage
Monitor online Help like other two groups
Teacher:

- Login in as a teacher (as a monitor login)
- Add course grade entry

Add students, account in batch mode
• The teacher can also add a course grade in batch mode

• The teacher can also edit the batch file by clicking “Edit this file”
- Define course full mark standard

- Define course weight rule
- Click “Apply this weight rule” to calculate the course final mark

- Define the final grade rule in absolute mode, and then apply this rule
- Check course statistics, and define the final grade rule in relative mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student ID</th>
<th>Student Name</th>
<th>Course mark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20511202</td>
<td>Adams, Michael</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24112076</td>
<td>Albrecht, Mike</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20543101</td>
<td>Anderson, Outs</td>
<td>88.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20528981</td>
<td>Distler, John</td>
<td>65.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20517898</td>
<td>Hess, John</td>
<td>76.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20518068</td>
<td>Ashworth, Justin</td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20578000</td>
<td>Anderson, Ray</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Course final mark statistics:

100–100  9
90–90   4
80–80   5
70–70   2
60–60   1
50–50   0
40–40   0
30–30   0
20–20   0
0–20   0

Max mark: 87.8
Min mark: 68.0
Mean mark: 75.27

Course weight rule:

Assignment 1: 5
Assignment 2: 5
Assignment 3: 5

- Check statistics about another course
- View grade in a table, and sort the student ID field

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Management System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIA</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACON</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMPBELL</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVIS</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLIOTT</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOLEY</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONZALES</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMILTON</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADEL</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERSON</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUIGLEY</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODRIGUEZ</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URQUHART</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANDEVER</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- View an added course grade in a table, and highlight a record to edit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Students</th>
<th>GRADE</th>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Management System</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACADEMIA</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACON</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMPBELL</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAVIS</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELLIOTT</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOLEY</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GONZALES</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMILTON</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JONES</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KELLY</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLER</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NADEL</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O'CONNOR</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PETERSON</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUIGLEY</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RODRIGUEZ</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITH</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLOR</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URQUHART</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANDEVER</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
<td>87.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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• Edit a grade entry in another GUI

• View a course one item (midterm) detail information
• View course grade in chart manner

GRADER course grade management system

• View another course grade in chart manner

GRADER course grade management system
- Set up a student viewing permission
Student:

- Login as a student group (as monitor login manner)
- View course grade information

- View grade chart
- View course item statistics information

- View or modify a student profile